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Production Tool Setup and Functionality 

 
This document is designed to describe the process of setting up the Production Tool for 
the Inventory module for Vital Link POS.  The process will describe how to setup 
Assembly Items for use as a Production Item and how it interacts. 
 
Setup 
 

1. Setup of the Assembly Items as a Production Item 
a. Go to Back Office>Inventory>Assembly Items 
b. Each Assembly Item record will have a check box at the end of the record 

to flag it as a Production Item 
c. Check the box to flag the Assembly Item as a Production Item 
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Production Entry 
 

2. Production entry deletes raw product from inventory and increments the on hand 
quantity and value of a production item. When making a Prepped Item, use the 
Production Item Prep Entry tool 

a. This is accomplished through the Product Item Prep Utility that is found in 
  the Back Office>Inventory>Product Item Prep. Press New Production  
  to add production for the current business cycle 

   
b. First, choose the date that you want to post (note that almost always this 

will be your current business day) 
c. Next, choose the Load Items button.  This will load all of the items you  

  have marked as a Production Item into the form so you can add to the  
  quantity on  hand the amount you made for the current business day 
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d. Fill in the amounts of the Production Items that you have prepared (Note: 
If there are items that you haven’t made any prep for, leave the quantity 
blank. Please note the Unit of Measure that the system is expecting to 
ensure accurate production entry.  For example, if you just made 1 batch 
of an item, and you get 8 bags out of each batch, the Production Unit may 
be listed as Bag, so you would need to enter in that you made 8 bags, not 1 
batch) 

 
e. Then after filling in your quantities, choose Post Adjustment.  This will 

write the transactions into the database adding the quantity on hand to the 
Production Item(s) and subtracting the raw ingredients the Production 
Item was made from.  Note: If for some reason you do not have enough of 
a raw ingredient to make all of the assembled item(s) during the current 
entry cycle, the system will issue a warning when you initiate the post 
process. You can press “Yes” to continue, but be aware that if you 
continue, it will put the raw ingredients into a negative state and show as a 
variance/shortage for the raw ingredient.  This is by design to show 
probable reporting discrepancies in advance. 

f. Once posted, the Physical Inventory section will show immediately that 
assembly product(s) have been received. 
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Physical Count Entry 
 

3. Physical Inventory of the Assembled Items 
a. To do a physical count of the Production Items once you have finished 

business for the day follow these steps 
b. First, close the business day (Note, this is mandatory, do NOT do a 

physical inventory before close of day) 
c. Next, Go to Back Office then Inventory, Physical Inventory 
d. Open up a New Physical Inventory and choose New Adjustment 
e. Choose your post date (Note it should normally match the current business 

day that you just closed)  If you don’t choose a post date, the system will 
not allow you to enter Physical Inventory. 

 
f. Optionally – if you are counting prepped items only - In classification on 

the right of the form, choose the Classification that you used for your 
production items, such as Prepped. Choose Load directly below the 
Classification button. 

g. If prepped items are on a daily, weekly, or monthly count sheet, you can 
simply load the appropriate count sheet(s).  The system will then prompt 
you to ensure that you are sure you want to proceed.  Once you select yes, 
it will load all of the items you have selected in the Classification and 
what the ideal physical inventory should be on hand at that moment. 

h. Fill in the actual inventory that you counting in your store in the Physical 
section and it will compute the net over/short in the Variance column. 
This is the difference between the ideal (what the system states you should 
have on hand) versus the actual (what you physically counted).  If you 
have a reason why the variance exists (such as a bad count from the 
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previous day, etc.) use the Reason column to enter appropriate 
information. 

i. Once you have filled in all the physical counts, choose Post Adjustment 
at the top right of the form.  The system will then issue a prompt to ensure 
you are ready to proceed. Select yes.  This will Post the physical inventory 
that you have just completed.  (Note that this will also be your starting 
point for your Inventory Levels for the beginning of the next business day 
prior to any other physical inventories, incoming inventory, sales or 
adding additional Production Items.) 
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